Our Powerful Access Control Software Suite is now provided as SaaS

Our SaaS solution provides a rapid deployment of our supervised remote managed ACS-1EUL Access Control Solution.

Now any size financial institution can easily and affordably deploy Parabit’s ACS Enterprise Software Suite, including ACS Enterprise, AXSView, and AFH Services. Coupled with remotely configured Parabit card readers and ACS Panels, this software provides the ultimate security for your ATM Lobby access.

Think of it as software rental. You rent the use of the application for your organization, and your users connect to it over the internet via a web browser. In addition to cost savings, all of the IT infrastructure is handled by Parabit. Your data is securely stored on Parabits servers, accessible only to you.

Advantages of SaaS:
- Reduces IT certification requirements/costs
- Cellular/Ethernet communication option removes hardware installed on your network
- Eliminates one-time and annual costs of maintaining servers, network and database admins
- Supports rapid deployment of software and firmware updates
- AES 256 Encrypted Communication complies with Federal Banking Regulation requirements on data storage and communication

ACS Enterprise SaaS eliminates the need for lengthy deployment schedules, complicated approval processes, and expensive infrastructure purchases. There is no need to worry if the bank has adequate IT resources.

The SaaS model reduces IT training and product certification costs, the cost of lost productivity as IT staff learn to use the software and adapt to changes in the software, as well as the lost productivity and time to certify the software in your institutions infrastructure.

Contact Parabit today to learn more.
Overview of SaaS for ACS Enterprise operation

Financial Institution Customers use an internet connected device to access the system

All of the hardware is behind a firewall under Parabit control providing safety and security for our customers.